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Abstract. In projector-camera systems, light transport models the prop-
agation from projector emitted radiance to camera-captured irradiance.
In this paper, we propose the first end-to-end trainable solution named
Deep Light Transport (DeLTra) that estimates radiometrically uncali-
brated projector-camera light transport. DeLTra is designed to have two
modules: DepthToAtrribute and ShadingNet. DepthToAtrribute explic-
itly learns rays, depth and normal, and then estimates rough Phong
illuminations. Afterwards, the CNN-based ShadingNet renders photore-
alistic camera-captured image using estimated shading attributes and
rough Phong illuminations. A particular challenge addressed by DeLTra
is occlusion, for which we exploit epipolar constraint and propose a novel
differentiable direct light mask. Thus, it can be learned end-to-end along
with the other DeLTra modules. Once trained, DeLTra can be applied
simultaneously to three projector-camera tasks: image-based relighting,
projector compensation and depth/normal reconstruction. In our experi-
ments, DeLTra shows clear advantages over previous arts with promising
quality and meanwhile being practically convenient.
Keywords: Projector-camera systems, relighting, projector compensa-
tion, depth and normal reconstruction
1 Introduction
Projector-camera systems have many applications such as image-based relighting
[23,24,40,53,55,61,66], projector compensation [1,3,6,8,20,21,28,29,45,47,58,59,
73,79], projection mapping [45,60,70,71] and structured light [16,42,52,74]. Many
projector-camera applications rely on estimating the forward light transport [35],
which maps the projector output radiance to the camera-captured irradiance,
such that image-based relighting, projector compensation and depth/normal es-
timation can be performed. An example is shown in Fig. 1, where image-based
relighting and depth/normal estimation are performed using the proposed deep
light transport (DeLTra).
Traditionally, forward light transport is approximated by a light transport
matrix (LTM) [11,12,51,52,66,75,83], which implicitly encodes both direct and
indirect light components [46] such as diffuse, specular highlight, inter-reflections,
shadow, etc., without explicitly computing the scene attributes such as BRDF
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Fig. 1: Deep light transport (DeLTra) for projector-camera systems: (a) scene
under plain white illumination, (b) estimated normal map, (c) estimated colored
point cloud viewed from a different pose, (d) a new projector input lighting
pattern, (e) predicted relit result, and (f) camera-captured ground truth, i.e.,
(d) projected to (a).
or geometry. Although full LTM [35,51,75] produces accurate relighting results,
especially indirect light components (as we will also discuss in § 6), in most
projector-camera applications, such as projection mapping, projector compen-
sation and structured light 3-D reconstruction, direct light components dominate
the light transport, thus it may be unnecessary to estimate a full LTM. More-
over, LTM-based methods usually require both camera and projector radiometric
calibration [13,19] and LTM does not explicitly recover scene geometry.
In this paper, we show that it is possible to approximate radiometrically
uncalibrated projector-camera light transport and explicitly recover scene geom-
etry. In particular, we explicitly model projector-camera light transport as a
geometry- and attributes-aware shading problem and solve it using an end-to-
end trainable model named DeLTra (Deep Light Transport), which consists of
two modules: DepthToAttribute and ShadingNet.
From a learnable depth map, the DepthToAttribute module explicitly cal-
culates the shading attributes such as direct light rays, surface normal, view and
reflection directions, etc. To address the occlusion challenge in shading, a novel
differentiable direct light mask is derived by exploring the related epipolar ge-
ometry, and can be efficiently computed using differentiable image warping [32],
tensor sorting and image gradient. Then, rough Phong illuminations [7, 56, 67]
are estimated to constrain geometry and to provide initial estimation for Shad-
ingNet.
Afterwards, the ShadingNet module is designed to aggregate intermediate
shading attributes and rough Phong illuminations, and to render photorealis-
tic camera-captured image. Moreover, to improve model robustness and con-
vergence, we incorporate multiple domain knowledge of projector-camera light
transport, such as direct light mask consistency, rough diffuse shading consis-
tency and depth/normal/pixel mapping smoothness.
Finally, after a few minutes of data capturing and training, three projector-
camera light transport tasks, i.e., image-based relighting, projector compensation
and depth/normal estimation can be simultaneously performed by DeLTra.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
– The proposed DeLTra is, to our best knowledge, the first end-to-end trainable
solution for radiometrically uncalibrated projector-camera light transport.
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– DeLTra simultaneously performs three tasks with one learned model: image-
based relighting, projector compensation and depth/normal estimation.
– For the first time, we propose a differentiable direct light mask to explicitly
address the occlusion issue and it is expected to facilitate future works in
differentiable neural rendering [27,37,44].
– Multiple projector-camera light transport domain knowledge is incorporated
into DeLTra to improve model convergence and performance, as shown in
extensive ablation studies § 5.
– The first simultaneous image-based relighting and depth/normal estimation
benchmark is constructed, which is expected to facilitate future works in this
direction.
The source code, benchmark and experimental results will be publicly avail-
able upon the acceptance of the paper.
2 Related Works
Light transport is the propagation from incident light field to outgoing light field
and can be modeled using a full 8-D light transport field [35]. For a projector-
camera pair that has fixed poses and 2-D image planes, the full 8-D light trans-
port field can be reduced to a 4-D light transport matrix (LTM) [11,12,52,61,66,
75,83], such that each camera pixel’s irradiance is a linear combination of all pro-
jector pixels’ radiances. Light transport studies can be roughly categorized into
three types: general forward light transport [11,12,40,48,52,53,55,61,66,75,83],
inverse light transport [1, 3, 6, 20, 45, 47, 49, 50, 58, 59, 65, 79] and attributes from
shading [10,16,36,42,52,64,69,72,74,78].
General light transport Early methods [12, 77] directly estimate LTM us-
ing brute force sampling which requires plenty captures, memory and time. To
improve LTM estimation efficiency, later methods exploit the sparsity and co-
herence of LTM [11,40,48,55,61,66,75,83], leading to reduced sampling images
and computation.
Inverse light transport aims to estimate the input light given a camera-
captured image. It has many applications such as decomposing a camera-captured
image into direct and indirect light components [4,9,65], synthesizing new light
patterns for scene appearance editing [1, 70] and projector compensation [3, 6,
20,45,47,49,58,59,79].
Despite free of scene modeling, estimating full forward LTM is time consum-
ing and impractical in some projector-camera applications. Leveraging the inde-
pendence of projector pixels, some studies [20,21,47] simplify LTM and assume
each camera pixel is only coupled with a single projector pixel that contributes
most of the (ir)radiance, i.e., direct light only. Then projector and camera pixel-
wise mapping can be applied to efficiently solve projector compensation and
attributes from shading.
In this paper, we focus on light transport for projector-camera system ap-
plications, such as projection mapping, projector compensation and structured
light 3-D reconstruction, where direct light components dominate the light trans-
port, hence it is different from general light transport. Extending the proposed
method to general light transport is definitely an interesting direction to explore.
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Projector compensation Projector compensation estimates a projector in-
put image given its corresponding desired camera-captured image and can be
roughly categorized into full compensation, i.e., both geometric and photomet-
ric compensation and partial ones. Detailed reviews can be found in [6,22], and
some recent representative works can be found in [21] and [28,29].
Attributes from shading Attributes from shading [5] aims to estimate scene
attributes involved in light transport, such as surface normal, reflectance, light
directions and depth, etc. To avoid complex indirect light modeling, some simpli-
fications are imposed, such as assuming distant light in photometric stereo (PS)
or direct light dominance in structured light (SL), respectively. In the following
we briefly review studies in PS and SL that most relate to our work.
Photometric stereo [10, 64, 69, 72, 78] estimates surface normal by varying the
light directions while fixing the view direction. In its earliest form [78] the sur-
face is assumed Lambertian and the surface normal is obtained by solving linear
equations. More complex BRDFs are considered [17, 68] later. Recently, Santo
et al. [64] leverage deep neural networks to solve this problem using supervised
training data. To avoid creating normal ground truth, Taniai et al. [72] pro-
pose a self-supervised photometric stereo network that uses image reconstruction
loss. To deal with uncalibrated cases, Chen et al. [10] propose a self-calibrating
method to jointly estimate unknown light directions and surface normal from
non-Lambertian surfaces.
Structured light (SL) [16, 36, 42, 52, 74] estimates scene depth by matching pro-
jected and captured hand-crafted patterns, then matched 2-D pixel coordinates
are triangulated [25] to recover the 3-D point cloud. However, this two-step
strategy heavily depends on direct light and thus 2-D pixel matching may fail in
strong indirect light regions [11,28,52]. To address this issue, O’Toole et al. [52]
combine LTM with SL to jointly estimate scene depth, albedo and indirect light.
Although PS and SL can recover the geometry of the scene, they alone are
unable to solve image-based relighting or projector compensation with com-
plex indirect light components [46], such as occlusion, specular highlight, inter-
reflections and caustics, etc., as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Relationship to DeLTra Recently, deep learning-based solutions are proposed
for special cases of light transport, such as deep shading/neural rendering [27,
37, 44], projector compensation [28, 29] and attributes from shading [14, 38, 39,
57, 80]. However, these methods either require scene modeling or have simple
assumptions on scene geometry, or need ground truth attributes supervision.
The question is, for a radiometrically uncalibrated projector-camera system,
can we estimate the light transport and apply it simultaneously to three tasks,
i.e., image-based relighting, projector compensation and depth/normal recon-
struction? The study in [28] shows it is possible for projector compensation,
but it makes simple assumptions on scene geometry and hence restricted to
smooth occlusion-free surfaces. Moreover, the 3-D geometry and shading at-
tributes involved in inverse light transport are ignored. Both limitations make
it unable to perform image-based relighting in general scenes with occlusions
or depth/normal reconstruction. Thus, directly applying CNNs to projector-
camera light transport is hard without leveraging the domain knowledge. By
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Fig. 2: Coordinate system
of a projector-camera sys-
tem. With the geomet-
ric calibration, a rectifica-
tion transformation H can
be calculated to transform
the camera-captured im-
age such that all epipolar
lines are parallel.
contrast, DeLTra approximates projector-camera light transport and performs
image-based relighting, projector compensation and depth/normal estimation
with a fully trainable deep model, meanwhile waiving projector-camera radio-
metric calibration.
3 Deep Light Transport for Projector-Camera Systems
3.1 Problem formulation
Projector-camera setup. As shown in Fig. 2, we assume the world origin is at
camera optical center oc and denote camera and projector intrinsics as Kc and
Kp, denote their relative rotation and translation as R and t. Let xc,xp ∈ R2
be pixel coordinates of a surface point xs ∈ R3 in camera image Ic and projector
image Ip, respectively. Denote the depth of xs as dc = dc(xc), where dc ∈
Rh×w×1 is the depth map in camera’s view (Fig. 3). The geometric relationships
between xs, xc and xp are given by:
xs = K
−1
c x¯cdc; x¯p = Kp[R|t]x¯s (1)
where x¯ stands for homogeneous coordinate of x. Given the projector and camera
pixel mappings in Eq. 1, projector direct light pixel values aligned with camera’s
view are given by:
I′p = φ(Ip,Ω), xp = Ω(xc) (2)
where Ω ∈ Rh×w×2 is the image sampling grid and and φ the image interpolator.
In addition, projector ray direction l, reflection ray direction r and camera
view direction v are given by:
n = ∇xxs ×∇yxs; l = op − xs; v = oc − xs; r = 2(n · l)n− l (3)
where operator × is vector cross product.
Projector-camera light transport. In the above system, the camera-captured
irradiance at surface point xs can be formulated by the rendering equation
1 [33]:
Lc(v) = Ld(l,v) +
∫
W
fs(ωi,v)Li(ωi)(ωi · n) dωi (4)
1 For conciseness, we omit xs in the equation.
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where Lc(v), Ld(l,v) and Li(ωi) are camera-captured irradiance, surface direct
light (first-bounce) radiance corresponding to the projector and surface incident
indirect light (n-bounce) radiances, respectively. fs and ωi are surface BRDF
and surface incident indirect light direction, respectively.
A typical solution to Eq. 4 is to discretize it and model projector and camera
(ir)radiance mappings as linear operations [2, 50,65]:
Lc = Ld + Li = TLp (5)
where T is the light transport matrix [2, 12, 50, 52, 65, 66, 83] that implicitly
encodes direct light Ld, indirect light Li and geometry. Lc and Lp are camera-
captured and projector output RAW (ir)radiances, respectively. If camera’s and
projector’s nonlinear radiometric response functions [13,19] fc and fp are known,
we can obtain both Lc = f
−1
c (Ic) and Lp = fp(Ip), where Ic and Ip are camera-
captured and projector input RGB images. Then, T can be solved using image
pairs like Lc and Lp. In this paper, we are interested in a special light transport
case for radiometrically uncalibrated projector-camera systems (i.e., unknown
fc and fp) under the direct light dominance assumption. Moreover, we aim to
explicitly recover the geometry from the discretized light transport in Eq. 5. We
start by extending Eq. 5 to incorporate nonlinear radiometric response functions
fc and fp and shading attributes fs(·),n, l and v2:
Ic = fc
(
Tfp(Ip)
)
= pi(Ip, fs(·),n, l,v) (6)
where pi is the radiometrically uncalibrated light transport from projector input
RGB image Ip to camera-captured RGB image Ic. Apparently Eq. 6 has no closed
form solution and one intuition is to directly approximate pi from sampling image
pairs like Ic and Ip using an image-to-image translation CNN, e.g., U-Net [63].
However, as described in [28], direct learning complex transformations like Eq. 6
using CNN is hard without incorporating light transport domain knowledge.
As for projector-camera light transport, we have multiple shading domain
knowledge. Observing Eq. 6 and relax it using direct light dominance assumption,
we can encode surface BRDF fs(·), geometry such as projector ray direction l,
camera view direction v and surface normal n in rough Phong illumination
[7, 56, 67]. Then, we reformulate Eq. 6 as a transformation from rough Phong
illumination to refined photorealistic shadings in the below equation:
Ic = F(I′p, Iabntc , Idiffc , Ispecc ) (7)
where F is a nonlinear image-to-image transformation, I′p is the projector direct
light pixel values in camera view (Eq. 2). Iabntc , I
diff
c and I
spec
c are rough ambient,
diffuse and specular components and are given by:
Iabntc = s, I
diff
c = I
′
p  s (n · l), Ispecc = I′p  s˙ (r · v)α (8)
where s (Fig. 3) models rough ambient component and surface reflectance and
is approximated by a scene image captured under plain white illumination; 
2 We abuse the notation and refer n, l,v and r as Rh×w×3 maps in the following text.
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Fig. 3: DeLTra architecture. The learnable depth map dc and ShadingNet F are
jointly optimized during training. Firstly, using DepthToAtrribute T , we com-
pute the shading attributes, i.e., n, l, r,v,M and projector direct light intensity
I′p = φ(Ip,Ω), ⊗ is a bilinear interpolator φ. Then, we compute rough Phong
diffuse and specular components. Finally, the ShadingNet F takes four inputs:
(1) rough ambient, i.e., the camera-captured surface image Iabntc = s, (2) rough
diffuse Idiffc , (3) rough specular I
spec
c , and (4) projector direct light intensity I
′
p,
to render photorealistic camera-capture image Iˆc.
and · are element-wise multiplication and dot product, respectively; s˙ is the
grayscale image of s. Note that rather than using the actual diffuse, specular
reflectance maps and shininess, we use a camera-captured surface image instead
and set shininess α = 1. The reasons are (1) estimating actual diffuse and specu-
lar reflectance maps are difficult; and (2) even with accurate diffuse and specular
reflectance maps, the empirical model alone cannot produce photorealistic ren-
dering. Therefore, the rough shadings only provide a simple yet reasonable initial
point, meanwhile leveraging shading attributes domain knowledge.
Then, we design F (Eq. 7) as a deep CNN named ShadingNet to aggregate
rough shadings and to infer photorealistic direct/indirect light components as
shown in Fig. 3. Note that we pass rough ambient component Iabntc = s to the
output layer, allowing F to focus on learning direct/indirect light residuals [26]
on top of s instead of directly predicting the final shading from scratch.
To obtain the necessary shading attributes in Eq. 7, such as projector ray
direction l, camera view direction v and surface normal n, we aggregate Eq. 1-
Eq. 3 and design a differentiable module DepthToAtrribute T to explicitly
compute shading attributes from the learnable depth map dc and projector-
camera intrinsics and extrinsics:
{n, l, r,v,Ω} = T (dc,Kc,Kp,R, t) (9)
With projector-camera geometric calibration [30], a surface image s and sam-
pling image pairs like (Ic, Ip), we can learn to approximate the radiometrically
uncalibrated light transport function piθ = {T ,F}θ using a deep CNN and a
learnable depth map dc.
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(d) Rectified direct light mask, 𝐌𝐌𝐌(a) Camera-captured surface 𝐬𝐬 (b) Rectified 𝐬𝐬, i.e., 𝜙𝜙(𝐬𝐬,𝐇𝐇) (c) Row sorted 𝛀𝛀𝐌 i.e., 𝛀𝛀∗
𝐱𝐱c
′
𝐱𝐱𝐜𝐜
𝐱𝐱c
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′
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Fig. 4: Proposed differentiable direct light mask. (a) Three points are on the
same red epipolar line and finding occlusion requires 2-D searching. (b) Instead,
we perform 1-D search in stereo rectified image. (c) To speed up pair-wise com-
parison, we row sort Ω′ in lexicographic order. After sorting, xc’s and x′c’s cor-
responding points q,q′ ∈ Ω∗ become neighbors, then we apply Eq. 11 and find
that x′c is occluded, since |x′p−xp|+|y′p−yp| < 1 and |d′p−dp| > 0. All operations
are differentiable and parallelizable, thus are efficient for training on GPU.
3.2 Differentiable direct light mask
The depth-based image warping in Eq. 2 is unable to solve occlusion ambiguity,
i.e., as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 multiple camera pixels can map to the same
projector pixel, causing false projector direct light rays. To address this issue,
some stereo vision and optical flow methods [15, 18, 31, 41, 76] leverage forward-
backward consistency to find occlusions, under the assumption that slight motion
and lighting changes across views. However, for a projector-camera system the
projector input and camera-captured images have significant photometric and
geometric inconsistency. Therefore, we exploit epipolar geometry instead and
propose a differentiable direct light mask to address occlusions below.
As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, surface points xs and x
′
s lie on the same
projector ray. Their camera image projections are xc and x
′
c, respectively. Ac-
cording to epipolar geometry, xc and x
′
c must lie on the same epipolar line. From
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, we see that x′s is occluded by xs and only xc is illuminated by
projector direct light. From this observation, we create a direct light mask M
to indicate direct light pixels and occluded pixels. For any camera pixel xc on
epipolar line −−→ecxc (ec is the camera epipole), its pixel value in M is given by:
M(xc) =
{
1, ∀x′c ∈ −−→ecxc, xp 6≈ x′p ∨ dp < d′p
0, otherwise
(10)
where xp = Ω(xc) and x
′
p = Ω(x
′
c) are the corresponding projector pixel coordi-
nates, respectively (Fig. 2). dp = ([R|t]x¯s)z and d′p = ([R|t]x¯′s)z are the depths
(z coordinates) of xc and x
′
c in projector view space. To speed up computation,
we apply stereo rectification [25] H to reduce the 2-D search to 1-D (Fig. 4(b)).
Even with 1-D search, however, the pair-wise comparison in Eq. 10 for each
pixel on each epipolar line is computationally expensive. The logical or condition
in Eq. 10 implies that depth comparison is only needed when xc and x
′
c map
to the same projector pixel, i.e., xp ≈ x′p (Fig. 2). For example in Fig. 4(a),
although x′′c is also on the epipolar line, it does not occlude x
′
c because x
′′
p 6≈ x′p.
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Therefore, for each rectified epipolar line, if we sort each pixel’s corresponding
projector pixel coordinates xp in lexicographical order, the pair-wise comparisons
in Eq. 10 can be performed only in a small neighborhood, e.g., ±1 pixel.
To make the above operations differentiable, we concatenate the sampling
grid Ω and the projector-view depth map dp along the third dimension and rec-
tify them using differentiable bilinear interpolator [32] as Ω′ = φ([Ω,dp],H), Ω′ ∈
Rh×w×3. Next, we sort each 3× 1 element in each row of Ω′ (i.e., along epipolar
line) in lexicographical order and denote the sorted tensor Ω′ as Ω∗ (Fig. 4(c)).
Afterwards, we compute the forward difference in row direction, then a pixel in
rectified direct light mask M′ is given by:
M′ =
{
1, |∇Ω∗x|+ |∇Ω∗y| > 1 ∨∇Ω∗z < 0
0, otherwise
(11)
Note the non-differentiable unit step function above is approximated by differ-
entiable clamping and ReLU [43] as: min(σ ∗ ReLU(·), 1), σ  1. Then, we
unrectify mask M′ (Fig. 4(d)) back to camera’s view by M = φ(M′,H−1). Fi-
nally, direct light mask is applied to mask out false direct light pixels in warped
projector image I′p ← I′pM, and to enforce direct light mask consistency below.
3.3 Additional domain knowledge
Besides rough shadings and direct light mask, we introduce three additional
constraints to ensure accurate shading attributes prediction and prevent F from
overfitting. Their effectiveness is shown later in ablation study.
Direct light mask consistency ensures that predicted direct light mask M
matches camera-captured projector FOV s∗. It can reduce depth searching space
by early rejecting geometrically impossible depths and is implemented as a
penalty on pixel-wise l2 loss:
Lmask = ‖M− s∗‖2 (12)
where s∗ is a thresholded camera-captured surface image for projector FOV.
Rough shading consistency encourages photometric similarities between rough
diffuse shading Idiffc and camera-captured ground truth Ic:
Lrough =
∥∥Idiffc − Ic∥∥2 (13)
This loss forces DeLTra to predict plausible light rays and surface normal map.
Smoothness. We also enforce the weighted smoothness [15,18,82] of the depth
map, sampling grid and normal map. It prevents F from overfitting on coarse
input attributes in early training stages.
Lsmooth = Lsmooth(dc) + Lsmooth(Ω) + 0.01Lsmooth(n) (14)
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3.4 One stone three birds
Once trained, the proposed DeLTra can be used for three tasks: image-based
relighting, projector compensation and depth/normal estimation.
Relighting predicts the camera-captured image given a novel projector input
Ip without actual projection. It is performed by a single forward pass of DeLTra,
since DeLTra learns the forward lighting transport Ip 7→ Ic (Eq. 6).
Compensation predicts a projector input image I∗p, named compensation im-
age, given a desired camera-captured image Ic and can be solved with a loss
function Lcompen consisting of pixel-wise l1 image reconstruction loss, compen-
sation image smoothness loss and saturation loss [21]:
I∗p = arg min
Ip
Lcompen
(
Ip, Ic
)
,where (15)
Lcompen = |pi(Ip)− Ic|+ 0.1Lsmooth(Ip) + ‖Ip[Ip > 1]− 1‖2 + ‖Ip[Ip < 0]‖2 (16)
Depth and normal are inherently learned by DeLTra in dc and T . To be robust
against setup scale variances, we normalize the depth and translation vector t by
dividing ‖t‖, the actual scene depth is given by denormalization: dˆc = dc ∗ ‖t‖.
4 Network Architecture
The proposed DeLTra consists of two subnets: a depth-based attribute computa-
tion module DepthToAtrribute (T ) and a ShadingNet (F) that synthesizes
camera-captured image using the attributes from T as shown in Fig. 3. This
architecture is inspired by [28] that disentangles projector-camera inverse light
transport pi† as a 2-D image warping module T and a photometric compensation
module F . Here we follow [28]’s convention and use the same symbols F and T .
DepthToAtrribute (T ) contains a learnable depth map dc and computes the
shading attributes (Eq. 9) and a direct light mask M (§ 3.2). Then, the shading
attributes are used for rough Phong illuminations computation (Eq. 8).
ShadingNet (F) extends CompenNet++ [28]’s F by the following improve-
ments, (1) CompenNet++ aims to predict the projector input image (i.e., in-
verse light transport), while ShadingNet aims to predict the camera-captured
image (i.e., forward light transport). (2) ShadingNet explicitly computes rough
Phong illuminations and refine direct/indirect light on top of it. (3) The surface
branch features are both added and concatenated (green blocks) to the backbone
branch, allowing learning more complex light and attributes interactions.
The novel DepthToAtrribute module, differentiable direct light mask, im-
proved ShadingNet and domain knowledge together let DeLTra efficiently model
radiometrically uncalibrated projector-camera light transport and outperform
compared counterparts by a significant margin as shown in § 5.
Loss function. Combining the image reconstruction loss and the losses in § 3.3,
our final loss function is
L = Lrecon + Lmask + Lsmooth + Lrough (17)
where Lrecon is the pixel-wise l1+SSIM loss between the predicted camera-captured
image Iˆc = pi(Ip) and the ground truth Ic. The advantages of this image recon-
struction loss are shown in [28,29,81].
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison of relighting and depth reconstruction on dif-
ferent #Train. Results are averaged over 23 different setups. derr is the mean
l2 distance between the predicted and the ground truth point cloud (mm). For
SL [42] without manual cleaning and interpolation, derr = 1.0858.
# SL Masked Whole Image
Train Model PSNR↑ RMSE↓ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ RMSE↓ SSIM↑ derr ↓
50 TPS + SL 27.6703 0.0731 0.9407 17.8285 0.2345 0.4336 -
DeLTra 27.7654 0.0734 0.9403 26.0128 0.0899 0.8911 9.1092
No rough 26.7590 0.0819 0.9292 25.2819 0.0971 0.8794 12.1576
No mask 27.1808 0.0786 0.9320 25.5499 0.0947 0.8800 13.1909
No const. 26.8483 0.0810 0.9298 25.3127 0.0967 0.8781 10.9433
CompenNet++ 24.2998 0.1093 0.8991 23.3141 0.1220 0.8437 -
100 TPS + SL 27.6165 0.0736 0.9439 17.8261 0.2346 0.4365 -
DeLTra 29.3317 0.0608 0.9555 27.1247 0.0788 0.9082 5.4826
No rough 28.4436 0.0674 0.9480 26.5000 0.0845 0.8984 6.4155
No mask 29.2334 0.0614 0.9538 27.0299 0.0794 0.9048 6.7181
No const. 28.4672 0.0672 0.9478 26.5230 0.0843 0.8982 6.4321
CompenNet++ 26.7337 0.0817 0.9329 25.3195 0.0961 0.8849 -
250 TPS + SL 27.4265 0.0753 0.9444 17.8056 0.2352 0.4369 -
DeLTra 30.3590 0.0534 0.9644 27.9482 0.0713 0.9210 3.2100
No rough 29.7556 0.0575 0.9585 27.5128 0.0750 0.9122 3.5236
No mask 30.5538 0.0522 0.9647 28.0467 0.0704 0.9197 3.5173
No const. 29.8096 0.0571 0.9588 27.5576 0.0745 0.9127 3.4347
CompenNet++ 26.7593 0.0810 0.9322 25.3926 0.0947 0.8860 -
500 TPS + SL 27.2926 0.0766 0.9436 17.7908 0.2356 0.4362 -
DeLTra 30.7768 0.0509 0.9673 28.2999 0.0685 0.9247 2.4149
No rough 30.2558 0.0540 0.9619 27.9209 0.0715 0.9166 2.5538
No mask 30.9930 0.0495 0.9675 28.4164 0.0675 0.9233 2.5263
No const. 30.2597 0.0540 0.9621 27.9260 0.0714 0.9168 2.6149
CompenNet++ 27.4843 0.0743 0.9386 26.0587 0.0879 0.8948 -
System configuration and implementation. The proposed DeLTra setup
consists of a radiometrically uncalibrated Canon 6D camera and a ViewSonic
PJD7828HDL DLP projector and they are geometrically calibrated using the
method in [30]. Their resolutions are 320×240 and 800×600, respectively.
We implement DeLTra using PyTorch [54] and Kornia [62] and optimize
it using Adam optimizer [34]. The initial learning rate of depth map dc and
ShadingNet F are set to 10−2 and 10−3, respectively. In addition, the penalty
factor of ShadingNet is set to 10−4. Then, we train the model for 1,000 iterations
and different number of training images (#Train in Tab. 1) on three Nvidia
GeForce 1080Ti GPUs with a batch size of 24, and it takes about 5min to finish.
5 Experimental Evaluations
Evaluation benchmark Following [28], we capture 23 different setups with
various lightings, poses and focal lenses. Using the sampling patterns in [28], we
capture #Train training images (takes 3min) for training and another 200 images
for testing. We then capture projector compensation setups, unlike relighting,
compensation aims to generate visually pleasing projection, thus we assume the
whole projector FOV can only have slight occlusions. Furthermore, we capture
more complex scenes with glasses and partial projector FOV out-of-view to show
that the proposed DeLTra outperforms the other methods. However, these sce-
narios may cause missing pixels and thus is unfair to use the surrogate protocol
in [28]. Instead, we compare on camera-captured compensations.
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Projector input Scene TPS+SL DeLTraCompenNet++ Cam-captured (GT)
Fig. 5: Image-based relighting. For TPS+SL, since SL is unable to find
pixel mappings in indirect light regions such as shadows, specular highlight and
translucency, thus these areas are black. CompenNet++ generates blurred relit
images, since both its 2-D warping and simple CNN cannot well solve complex
geometry and indirect light involved in projector-camera forward light transport.
See supplementary material for more results.
Afterwards, we capture the ground truth point cloud using SL [42], followed
by human-aided cleaning and interpolation. Future works on projector-camera
image-based relighting and depth/normal reconstruction can be evaluated and
compared with DeLTra without actual projections.
Relighting To the best of our knowledge, existing image-based relighting meth-
ods rely on radiometric calibration, thus we cannot compare with them using
our radiometrically uncalibrated setup. Instead, we modify the recently proposed
projector compensation method CompenNet++ [28] by swapping its input and
output, such that forward light transport can be estimated. We train it with the
same batch size and iterations as DeLTra, and it also takes 5min.
The results in Fig. 5 and Tab. 1 show that the proposed DeLTra significantly
outperforms CompenNet++, our explanations are (1) DeLTra explicitly mod-
els projector-camera light transport geometry and shading attributes such as
depth, normal and light directions and imposes additional domain knowledge,
e.g., rough shadings, mask consistencies and smoothness, such that both im-
prove the performance and convergence of the model. (2) CompenNet++’s 2-D
warping-based geometric correction is unable to address occlusions, while DeL-
Tra predicts a differentiable direct light mask to explicitly deal with occlusions.
(3) Our ShadingNet refines rough shadings and has a novel structure that allows
modeling more complex light-attribute interactions.
Another method that works for radiometrically uncalibrated setup is [21] that
applies pixel-wise TPS to projector compensation, we combine SL [42] geometric
correction with it and name the method TPS+SL. Since SL can only recover
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Surface Desired (GT) Uncompensated DeLTraCompenNet++TPS+SL
Fig. 6: Projector compensation. We provide two setups in two rows and com-
pare DeLTra with TPS+SL and CompenNet++. Each image is provided with
two zoomed-in patches for detailed comparison.
Table 2: Quantitative comparison of projector compensation. Results are aver-
aged over 10 different setups.
Model PSNR↑ RMSE↓ SSIM↑ Model PSNR↑ RMSE↓ SSIM↑
TPS+SL 21.3601 0.1541 0.8695 DeLTra 23.8245 0.1132 0.8885
CompenNet++ 22.2046 0.1421 0.8838 Uncompensated 9.3374 0.5979 0.1089
direct light pixels as shown in Fig. 5, for fair comparison, we compare with
TPS+SL only on SL masked regions and name it SL Masked in Tab. 1. DeLTra
outperforms TPS+SL when more than 50 training images are used. However,
TPS+SL uses 42 extra SL images to find pixel mappings. Moreover, TPS+SL
cannot estimate indirect light as shown in the Whole Image columns in Tab. 1.
Compensation We compare with TPS+SL and CompenNet++ using the
same textured sampling images and we train CompenNet++ for 1’500 itera-
tions. The quantitative results are shown in Tab. 2. Note DeLTra outperforms
both TPS+SL and CompenNet++ on PSNR/RMSE by a significant margin.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6 that DeLTra also produces more visually pleasing
compensation results. Our explanations are (1) The novel architecture and do-
main knowledge let DeLTra better model projector-camera light transport. (2)
Explicitly modeling geometry allows DeLTra to deal with more complex scenar-
ios, such as occlusions and partial projector FOV out-of-view. (3) We explicitly
deal with saturation errors due to projector’s physical limitation and encourages
compensation image smoothness.
Depth and normal estimation Besides comparing with the ground truth,
we also compare the point cloud reconstructed by SL [42] before it is manu-
ally cleaned and interpolated, the error metric is derr = 1.0858. Note this al-
ready gives SL [42] great advantages. The qualitative and quantitative results
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Fig. 7: Depth and normal reconstruction. We show nine setups in different
columns. The 1st row is the scene under plain illumination. The 2nd row is
estimated normal. The 3rd row is reconstructed colored point cloud viewed
from a different pose. See supplementary material for more results.
are shown in Fig. 7 and Tab. 1, respectively. As we can see that the proposed
DeLTra shows good depth and normal reconstruction capability, especially when
more training images are used.
Ablation study To show the effectiveness of the differentiable direct light mask
and the domain knowledge, we perform comprehensive ablation studies. For each
feature, we create a degraded DeLTra with that feature disabled, i.e., No rough,
No mask and No const are w/o rough diffuse and specular shading, w/o
direct light mask consistency, and w/o rough shading consistency, respectively.
The results in Tab. 1 clearly show that DeLTra outperforms different degraded
counterparts, demonstrating that the novel structure, differentiable direct light
mask, rough shadings and consistency losses together facilitate the projector-
camera light transport problem. See supplementary material for more results.
6 Conclusions and Limitations
In this paper, we propose the first end-to-end trainable method, DeLTra, to
estimate radiometrically uncalibrated projector-camera light transport, and ap-
ply DeLTra to three tasks: image-based relighting, projector compensation and
depth/normal reconstruction. In DeLTra, a novel differentiable direct light mask
is proposed to explicitly address occlusions. Its effectiveness is shown by thor-
ough experiments. In addition, it can be easily applied to other learning problems
due to its differentiability. Moreover, we incorporate multiple domain knowledge
such as direct light mask consistency, rough shading consistency and smoothness
constraint, they together bring DeLTra boosted robustness and performance. In
our thorough experiments, DeLTra shows clear advantages over previous arts
with promising quality and meanwhile being practically convenient.
Limitations and future work. DeLTra’s relighting and depth/normal recon-
struction are less accurate on indirect light due to our direct light dominance
assumption, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. Incorporating domain knowledge of
light transport matrix and projector-camera radiometric responses may improve
the results and it is definitely an interesting direction to explore in future work.
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